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Abstract
Methane (CH4) emissions from the oil and natural gas industry have been of a critical and increasing concern for public policy. Recent
evidence (Zeebe et al., 2016) has confirmed record high levels of carbon dioxide (CO2) emission in 66 million years, CH4 emissions being
considered a significant risk for global warming and climate change, threatening health and welfare of current and future generations. This
concern would become more critical after the United States decision to withdraw from the Paris climate change agreement. This research
analyzes a market-based strategy of a cap and trade system to control emissions. It can be demonstrated that this option is more efficient than
traditional command and control regulations at achieving the same levels of methane reduction in the oil and gas sector. This hypothesis is
verified by applying a nonlinear optimization model to a sample of oil and gas production companies in the Permian Basin of Texas. There are
significant geopolitical implications involved in the development of the highly controversial unconventional natural gas (shale gas). It is
unquestionable that this industry has brought not only significant new technologies (like hydraulic fracturing) and economic growth, but also
has created important environmental concerns, and in spite of all the political-scientific efforts and discussions, we are still far from achieving a
public policy strategy that balances sustainability with economic development.
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Problem:
Environmental issues associated with U.S natural gas exploraon and producon, especially in unconvenonal
shale plays, have signiﬁcantly aﬀected operator performance, technology development, and have become a crical concern for public policy. Methane (CH4) emissions represent a signiﬁcant risk for global warming and climate
change, threatening health and welfare of current and future generaons.

Cap and Trade Model
The basic structure of a cap and trade system is very simple: “Total allowable emissions are limited — The Cap — with an equivalent number of allowances created, and they may
be sold on a market — The Trade — The unused poron of the allowances can be traded to other companies struggling to comply or carried forward for future years.

Results
Main results obtained by the opmizaon model using the Excel Solver with the GRG Nonlinear engine. The basic Non Linear Programing model consisted of a total of 128 decision
variables and 97 constraints.

Environmental impacts of unconvenonal oil and natural gas resources.

Demand for Emissions (di): CH4 emissions are posively correlated with gas producon — q(t) — which is esmated using a Mulvariate Linear Regression model. Producon forecasts are obtained by tradional Arp’s equaons.

Objecve:
Where:
q(t) = rate of volume/time at time t
qi = stabilized rate of volume/time at time 0
b = Arp’s decline constant
D = decline rate at time 0, 1/time

The main purpose of this study is developing and applying an opmizaon model to evaluate the performance of a ﬁrm
parcipang in a cap and trade system in the oil and gas industry for CH4 emissions, as opposed to the current “Command
and Control” regulaon imposed by the U.S. Environmental Protecon Agency (EPA: “Methane Rule”).

Movaon:

Facilies prefer to invest in cap and
trade emission cerﬁcates at later periods, but for the investment in selfimprovement technologies, they realize the investment at early stages to
avoid ﬁnancial costs.

Decline curves can be one of three basic types depending on b
- Exponential when b equals zero,
- Hyperbolic when b is between zero and one, and
- Harmonic when b equals one.

The applicaon of this model veriﬁes the hypothesis that a market-based strategy is a more eﬃcient alternave for achieving same methane emission reducon than EPA regulaon, and it represents a beer strategy to achieve sustainability
with economic growth.
U.S. Methane Emissions by Source and Associated to Each Stage.

Results of the opmal soluon:

x

Sample Descripon
The Permian Basin is considered one of the hoest shale plays in the USA and is one of the most mature producing areas in the world. It has generated more than 31.5 billion barrels of oil and 112 trillion cubic feet of gas
since 1921. In 2016, producon was about 1.9 million barrels of oil (mmbo) and 6.6 billion cubic feet of gas (bcfg) per day. In 2014, EPA reported methane emissions for a total of 4.8 million of metric tons of CO2e.

x

Major Sources of CH4 emissions in the Permian Basin in 2014
x

22,489 Wells Analyzed

When prices of emission permits in the market
are high, there is an evident level of Q that minimizes the total cost.
Seng the goal too low or too high will be ineﬃcient.
When prices in the market are low, the tradeoﬀ
between Q and total cost disappears.

Main Conclusions
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In the presence of negave externalies (methane emissions), a cap and trade will
reach eﬃciency by obtaining the opmal reducon level at the minimum cost. The
main diﬀerence with carbon tax is on distribuonal implicaons, and the cost to
the ﬁrm is lower for cap and trade and preferred over a command and control regulaon.
Pollung ﬁrms have an incenve to adopt new technology to reduce their marginal
abatement costs with a cap and trade system.
Auconed emission permits generate revenue for the government that can be applied to reduce a budget deﬁcit or decrease distoronary taxes on labor and capital.
Market-based strategies, such as cap and trade, have been successfully implemented for several decades in the U.S. to control air polluon, why not for CH4?
Vulnerable to manipulaon by the polical power of incumbent energy interest
groups .

